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And The Academy Award Goes To . . .

Person Who Is
Always Smiling

Grace Greene 
Pablo Cuene

2
 Most likely to

Trip at
Graduation

Lauren Limoni  
Kade McCarron 

Quietest
Elizabeth Zaragoza

Jonathan Rosales

Loudest
Katie Polasky

David Sack
Jack-Of-All-Trades

Sydney Whitehouse
Brady LaViolette

Most
Opinionated

Kailey Guilmire
Jackson Pokel

Least Changed
Elle Ruggles
Josef Volk

Most Likely to be
President

Hannah Fergus
Jair Rincon Simon

Best Sense of Style
Jessica Sack
Charles May

Person who says
“like” the most

Laetitia Zankoul
Ian Noble

Most Caring
Ella Madson

Connor Nelson

Person to Take
Home to Your

Parents
Camille Broullire

Ian Blom

Person Who Knows
Everything

Klarissa Peters
Aidan Burich

Most Likely to be a 
Professional Athlete 

Danika Apple
Avery Duncan

Most Likely to Enter
the Religious Life

Cassidy Green
Charles Ruby

Most Sarcastic 
Anna Clancy

Giacamo D’Alessandro

Most Likely to
Succeed 

Hannah Fergus
Lachlan Chambers

Best Writer
Frankie VanDrisse
Mason Tumpach

Most Likely to Stay
in Green Bay
Paige DeMoulin
Jake DeMoulin

Most Honest 
Lauren Witczak

Jack Brabant

Most Modest
Arianna Martinez-Martinez

Matthias Vanduyse



And The Academy Award Goes To . . .3
Best Dancer
Alaina Heesacker
Anthony Lamm

Best Eyes
Eva Delaney

Mitchell Burich

Biggest Trendsetter
Grace Greene

Henry Streckenbach

Best Laugh
Kennedy May

Alex Elfner

Best Singer
Tolu Adejumo
Michael Blake

Most
Muscular

Mila Volkova
Zeb Zifferblatt

Most School Spirit
Maddie Scripp

Austin Boex

Best Smile
Kennedy May

Emmett Hunter 

Best Personality
Sam Hendry
Charlie Ruby

Most

Addicted to

their Phone

Cece DeRuyter
Aiden L’Empereur

Best Sense of
Humor

Anna Clancy
Aiden Dunlap

Most Likely To
Teach At NDA

Brooke Huss
Benjamin Wolcanski

Best Public
Speaker

Hannah Greisen
Joseph Coughlin

Best Actor/Actress
Lauren Witczak

Riley Hess

Most Likely To Get
Married

Lindsay Ritchie
Joseph Coughlin

Most Energetic
Katie Polasky
Pablo Cuene

Best Musician
Tolu Adejumo

Josh Metzentine

Most
Confident
Maddie Scripp
Pablo Cuene

Senior Who Refuses to
Slide

Erin McNerney
Aidan Burich

Best
Artist
Emily Briski

Jack Eng

Most Addicted to 
Social Media

Mila Volkova
Bryson Koehne



4 Can You Believe...?
Jackson Pokel– Can you
believe I moved here four
years ago from Austria?
And can you believe I
squatted 500 pounds and
benched 315 at 17 years
old? 

Klarissa Peters– Can
you believe I had to have
my lock cut off my
locker? 

Alex Danen– Can you
believe I am going to
college for rowing? 

Diana Daraei–Can you
believe I never forgot my
ID?

Ben Wolcanski– Can you
believe I have never gone
to school without doing
my hair in the morning? 

Sophia Baek– Can you
believe I was up at 4 a.m.
each day to work out?

Traci Steeno– Can you
believe I have only worn
pants throughout high
school?

Paige DeMoulin– Can
you believe Sra. Stover
actually called us the
least athletic class? 

Saul Guevara– Can you
believe I somehow
managed to make you
smile? 

Arianna Martinez-
Martinez– Can you
believe I never forgot my
ID?

Jillian Poshak– Can you
believe I backed into my
grandma’s car?

Sienna Callaway–Can
you believe our class
started high school
online?



5Can You Believe...?
Francesca Vandrisse–
Can you believe I actually
got a concussion in the
school parking lot?

Brooke Tuszka– Can you
believe I ripped my locker
handle off my locker?

Aiden Cayemberg– Can
you believe I was never
late to school all four
years?

Stanley Smith– Can you
believe I passed pre calc
and honors physics? 

Milana Volkova– Can you
believe that I thought
Keegan and Kade
McKarren were the same
person for one whole
month?

Camille Broullire–Can
you believe I actually ran
around school in a pickle
costume?

Amanda Hofacker– Can
you believe sophomore
year I was the only one
who brought food for our
potluck in Ms. Bennett’s
class?

Gracie Grzesk– Can you
believe I’ve gotten in five
car crashes all heading
home or away to school?

Anna Clancy-Can you
believe that my mom
dropped off lunch for me
monthly?



6 Seniors' Last Will
Francine Boateng wills
all her swim caps to Ali,
Isabel, Irene, and Audrey.
She also wills her favorite
spikes to Julia, Anna, Eva,
Regan, Vivi, and Hayley.
Her character shoes are
willed to Maame,
Caroline, Pamela, and
Hayley. Lastly, she wills
hers and Bethzy’s
positions as Madame's
favorites to Alexa and
Victoria. 

Julissa Zuniga wills her
last place on the list of
student names to
Julianna Zuniga. 

Josef Volk wills the blitz
cadence to Dominic
D’Angelo.

Camille Broullire wills
locker number 2254 to
her cousin Alllison
Broullire and her time
management skills to Mia
Miller, so she can get her
workbooks in on time.

Sienna Callaway wills
her outfielding to Jocelyn
Mueller and Hattie
Compton.

Jackson Pokel wills his
opinionated personality
to Jack Collins. 

Amanda Hofacker wills
her black clothes to
anyone she has done
backstage with. She also
wills her senior year
locker to someone with a
last name that starts with
the letter H. 

Saul Guevara wills his
briefcase to Isaac Vera
Galindo, saying, “It makes
a good case against
backpacks.”

Clare McNeil wills her
attack skills to Ellie Rupp
and her parking pass to
Tinamarie Coronado.

Zita Lulloff wills the
blood drive to Wally
Lulloff, and the Pitch
Perfect Riff to Mia Miller. 

Alex Danen wills his
rowing skills to Carson
Blahnik.

Lauren Limoni wills her
Lacrosse skills to
Tinamarie Coronado.

Klarissa Peters wills her
hairbrush to Vinnie
Giovanetti and her barrel
roll to the softball team.

Royce Guo wills his 0-10
record in intramural
basketball to Lane
Ertman.

Alexandra Schweiner
wills her parking pass to
Andreas Schweiner.

Maddy Rose wills her
track skills to Julia Nolle
and her musical aerobics
to Emily Kukiela.



7Seniors' Last Will
Cece Deruyter wills Josie
Deruyter’s iPad back to her. 

Gracie Grzesk wills her
senior card calls at
basketball to Morgan
Gokey, Peyton Musial and
Kendall Ronsman.

Arianna Martinez-
Martinez wills the
Martinez-Martinez legacy
to her younger sister Haley
Martinez-Martinez to pass
on.

Alaina Heesacker wills her
Academy Awards legacy to
sophomore Tommy Chosa,
her musical and dancing
talent to Charlie Gerstner
and Nik Janas, and her
academic success to
Frannie Wied.

Reese Van Pay wills the
high council positions on
the Tech crew to Diego
Beals-Romero, Kate Van
Pay and Pamela Lepscier
and the responsibility of
upholding the calling
accords to Maya Fredrick
and Audrey Fortney.

Brooke Tuszka wills her
before-practice Starbucks
runs to Lidiya Schneider
and all her romance books
to Kasia Pelishek.

Liam Blakney wills his
procrastination skills to
Brady Verhagen and his
natural charisma to Teddy
Lemoine.

Ella Capomaccio wills her
dirt obsession to Mia
Miller.

Austin Boex wills his
automatic spot on the gold
practice squad to Dugan
Webster and Jack O’Brien.

Carson Glosny wills his
QB1 to Max Pierce and
everything that comes with
it.  

Traci Steeno wills her
German Club leadership to
Aristana Hinz.

Erin McNerney wills her
driving responsibilities to
Monika Stoik.

Maddie Scripp wills her
hosting responsibilities to
Aspen Abel.

Hannah Greisen wills her
back seat of the bus to Kaia
Waldrop.

Sean Giganti wills his
outstanding reputation to
his little brother Brendan
Giganti and his silver toy
hot wheels car to Wyatt
Blevins.

Diana Daraei wills her golf
skills to Zoe Hulubar. 



8 Most Memorable Moments at NDA 

“My most memorable moment
at NDA was when the power
went out during the last show
of Annie.”
-Jessica Sack 

“My most memorable moment
was working backstage at my
first Academy Awards
sophomore year.” 
-Reese Van Pay 

“My most memorable moment
at NDA was participating in
the The Little Mermaid
musical.”  -Tolu Adejumo

“My most memorable moment
at NDA was when I went to
Puerto Rico with my NDA
family.” 
-Grace Greene 

“The neon football game
during my sophomore year
where after the game we were
dancing in front of the school
with a big speaker and then
heavy rain started.” 
-Milana Volkova
 
“Academy Awards as a
rampateer sophomore year and
losing to Rice Lake the game
before state in football.” 
-Stanley Smith 

“My most memorable moment
was enlisting in the army.” 
-Saul Guevara

“My most memorable moments
were in Mrs. Thillman’s
advisory for the last four
years.”--Noah Smits

“My most memorable
moment at NDA was 8th
hour, my sophomore year,
Stanczak’s class, reptile day.” 
-Brooke Tuszka 

“My most memorable
moment at NDA was meeting
my best friends.”
-Diana Daraei

“My most memorable
moment at NDA was the
football games.”-Leo Dart 

“My most memorable
moment at NDA was playoffs
vs. Ashwaubenon last year in
basketball.” -Charles May
 
“All of the football games and
being a freshman when my
brother was a senior.”
-Clare McNeil

“My favorite memory was
playing baseball with my
brother Evan for two years.”
-Avery Duncan 

“Going to state for soccer
junior year. Even though we
took runner-up, it was
awesome.”
-Aiden Cayemberg 

“Earning Mrs. Brown’s
brownies in Creative Writing
class.”
-Arisandy Borquez

“My most memorable
moment was cheering for the
cross-country team at state.”
-Hanna Szabó

“My most memorable
moment at NDA was the
neon football game freshman
year.”
-Zita Lulloff

“The most memorable
moment was playing in the
semifinals for football and
winning the conference
championship.” 
-Jackson Pokel 

“My most memorable
moment at NDA was winning
the third straight gold ball at
the Resch.” 
-Gracie Grzesk

“My most memorable
moment at NDA was passing
Pre-Calc.” 
-Alex Danen



“My most memorable
moment at NDA was joining
the musical.” 
-Arianna Martinez-
Martinez
 
“My most memorable
moment at NDA was
attending state for soccer
sophomore year.” 
-Jillian Poshak
 
“My most memorable
moment at NDA was starting
the Baking Club.” 
-Sydney Berndt 

“My most memorable NDA
moment was state golf.” 
-Eleanor Van Handel 

“Going 0-10 in Intramural
Basketball.” 
-Matthias Vanduyse

“My most memorable
moment was playing UNO
with Mr. Kriegl.” 
-Hannah Greisen

9Most Memorable Moments at NDA
“My most memorable moment
at NDA was missing lunch to
get singing lessons.” 
-John Vanduyse

“My most memorable moment
at NDA is winning first place
at state with my 4x100 relay
team last year and breaking the
school record.” 
-Maddy Rose

“Maddy Rose knocking a sign
over during finals and hearing
the crash as a freshman.” 
-Lauren Witzack 

“My most memorable moment
at NDA was when I won
Academy Awards.” 
-Alaina Heesacker 

“One of my most memorable
moments at NDA was when I
got to talk about my experience
in IB Art during Cabaret
Night.
--Lindsey Cortes

My most memorable moment
at NDA was emceeing at the
Academy Awards and when
Mrs. Schmidt threw a party for
our advisory.
-Ben Wolcanski

“My most memorable moment
at NDA was winning regionals
for baseball junior year.” 
-Aaron Heyroth 

“My most memorable moment
was beating Menasha and
winning conference for
football.” 
-Brady LaViolette

“My most memorable moment
at NDA was my senior year of
football in the playoffs against
Mount Horeb and our baseball
trip to Louisville.” 
-Carson Glosny 

“My most memorable moment
at NDA was winning back-to-
back state championships in
hockey.” -Lleyton Jaschke 

“My most memorable moment
was when my friends and I
were the last ones to leave
Sweethearts senior year.” 
-Camille Broullire

“Our most memorable moment
was going to the Hispanic
Conference with our friends.”
--Lindsey Cortes, Paola Cruz
Pimentel, Elizabeth Zaragoza,
and Amberlynn Sanchez

“The 2024 Boys Hockey State
Qualifier against Bayport. The
crowd was so vivid!”
--Connor Nelson



10 SHOUT OUTS 
Camille Broullire gives a
shout out to Mr. Gray for all
the early-morning review
sessions.

Arianna Martinez-Martinez
gives a shout out to Kailey
Gulmire who has the guts to
say what everyone is
thinking.

Jillian Poshak gives a shout
out to Mrs. Gilson for saying
I’m her favorite Poshak.

Alaina Heesacker gives a
shout out to Father Jordan
for helping her get closer to
God and keeping up her
grades throughout high
school.

Erin McNerney gives a
shout out to all of her
friends for the best four
years.

Hannah Greisen gives a
shout out to Ms. Eliza
Campbell for managing to
survive after falling down
the stairs.

Sean Giganti gives a shout
out to Mr. McGowan for
opening up the gym during
lunch. Best part of the day!”

Tolu Adejumo gives a shout
out to Mr. Stary for always
making her day with his
jokes.

Grace Greene gives a shout
out to Mr. Kriegl and Mr.
Morris for changing her life.

Lauren Limoni gives a
shout out to Father Jordan
for always having a smile on
his face.

Klarissa Peters gives a
shout out to Flaggy for
opening her locker not once
but twice.

Royce Guo gives a shout
out to Liam Blakney for not
locking his car.

Jessica Sack gives a shout
out to her musical friend
group, Awo.

Noah Smits gives a shout
out to Christian Collins for
breaking his leg after his
sophomore year.

Aiden Cayemberg gives a
shout out to Mr. Lagerman
for always keeping him
interested during his class.

Matthias Vanduyse gives a
shout out to Mr. McGowan
for opening the gym during
lunch almost every day.

Brady LaViolette gives Mrs.
Brown a shout out for loving
his voice.

Sophia Baek gives a shout
out to Mrs. Browne for
printing over 100 pages of
study guides.

Henry McKenna gives a
shout out to Mr. Geiser for
letting us play basketball
during advisory.

Mason Tumpach gives a
shout out to Mrs. Schroeder
for getting him to like
chemistry.



11SHOUT OUTS 
Liam Blakney gives a
shout out to Frau and Mr.
Geiser for being the most
blunt teachers he’s had.

Brooke Tuszka gives a
shout out to Kasia Pelishek
for being the little sister
she’s never had.

Milana Volkova gives a
shout out to Mrs. Mattke
for helping her on her first
day at school and to Grace
Greene for being an
influence for her first year
of high school and for
being a good, open-minded
person and always willing
to help.

Amanda Hofacker gives a
shout out to Mrs. Mattke
for remembering her name
even though she had her
sophomore year.

Sydney Whitehouse  gives
a shout out to Jack
Whitehouse for having the
best sister ever.

John Vanduyse gives a
shout out to Mrs. Gilson,
Mrs. Brown, and Mrs.
Hinnendael for
encouraging him to follow
his passion for music.

Henry Streckenbach gives
a shout out to Mrs. Hall for
changing his life.

Leo Dart gives a shout out
to Sra. Stover for calling him
her favorite student.

Reese Van Pay gives a shout
out to Jake Gerlikovski for
leading the tech crew, Frau
for leading AV class, Mrs.
Gilson and Mrs. Dory for
their work on NDA
productions, Molly
VandenHouten for working
on many important school
events, and all the IB
teachers.

Julissa Zuniga gives a shout
out to Senora Stover for
being honest enough to tell
her when she’s making a
stupid decision.

Alex Danen gives a shout
out to Mrs. Gilson for an
amazing letter of rec.

Austin Boex gives a shout
out to Mr. Konshak for
pushing him to learn how to
run.

Traci Steeno gives a shout
out to Mrs. Brown for giving
her her brownie recipe.

Katie Polasky gives a shout
out to Ms. Gerl and Ms.
Vandenhouten for talking to
her when she finds her way
up to Student Services.

Zita Lulloff gives a shout to
Mrs. Brown for giving the
seniors candy every day. 

Ben Wolcanski gives a
shout out to the 2nd hour IB
history class “for abandoning
them.”

Stanley Smith gives a shout
out to AJ, Michael and Tolu
for being cool. 



12 My Teacher Said
“You have to ask yourself,
self?”
- Mr. Konshak

“Relax…you’ll be fine.”
- Every teacher I ever had

“Down with those Commies!”
- Mr. Schultz

“It smells like wet dog in here.”
- Mr. Konshak

“Powerful!”
-Mrs. Hall

“Everyone wins when I win.”
- Mr. Kriegl 
 
“Do you guys know what
senior sliding is?”
--Mr Guyette
 
“Doesn't this pile of sticks
remind you of water?”
-Mr. Gray

“Heyyyyy, Bbbooaaaa!” 
Mr. McGowan

“What’s up, guys?”
-Mr. Konshak

“Back to the coal mines. . .”
-Mr. Geiser
 
 “You won't be successful if
you don't change your
personality.”
-Mrs. Stover

“. . . and I became a bear.”
 –Mr. Gray talking about
walking on some trail in the
woods

“Yeah, we’re making the Abbey
great again.”
-Fr. Jordan 

“You should become a comedian.”
-Mr. Masarik to Saul Guevara
after a joke was made about his
being bald

“Stop talking!”
-Mrs. Anderson
 
“On Saturday I slept until 2 p.m.,
and my wife had to come check to
see if I was still alive.”
-Mr. Guyette

“Imagine watching me pole vault;
that would be funny to watch.”
-Mr. Guyette
 
 “This isn’t a beauty salon.”
-Mrs. Stover
 
“Toodles.”
 -Mr. Prudisch
 
“I mean… I golf when I’m more
relaxed!”
-Mr. Stary

“This is insane… I like it… let’s go
for it!”
-Mr. Stary

“Are you raising your hand or just
airing out?”
-Frau

“This is like, so real life.” 
-Mr. Konshak

“Speaking of German, there is a
German shepherd peeing on that
tree over there.”
- Frau

“You’re way too smart to be this
dumb.”
-Mr. Dory

“You won't believe me, but…”
-Mrs. Gilson
 
 “Holy cow and I’m not even
Hindu.”
-Mr. Lagerman

“Say nope to dope… Eat goldfish.”
-Mrs. Dory
 
“You have an amazing walk… look
at those strides! Sign up for the
pancake run/walk!!” 
-Mr. Konshak

“You look like you don’t know
how to run.”
-Mr. Konshak



13Remember When . . .



14 TOP TEN 2024 
11 22

44
Hannah Fergus

Northwestern University  

Aidan Burich
University of 

Wisconsin-Madison 

Julia Vogel
University of Utah

33

Camille Broullire
University of 

Wisconsin-Madison

33

Erin McNerney
University of 

Wisconsin-Madison



15TOP TEN 2024 
66

88 99 1010
Lachlan Chambers 

University of Utah

Hannah Greisen
University of Dayton

Alaina Heesacker 
University of 

Wisconsin-Madison

Lindsay Cortes
St. Norbert College

7755

Brooke Tuszka
University of 

Wisconsin-Oshkosh

Klarissa Peters
Michigan Technological

College 



16 Oh The Places We'll Go...

Northeast Wisconsin
Technical College 
Kevin Angoa Montero
Arisandy Borquez
Yasmin A. Delgado
Javier Garza
Diego J. Juarez
Louis Kippley
Michael Kussow
Jasmin Martinez Ortiz
Maximilian Merriman
Jonathan Rosales Pacheco
Nallely Silva Saenz

St. Norbert College
Bianca Ayala Mercado
Lindsey Cortes
Jake DeMoulin
Paige DeMoulin
Tristan Forbes
Kailey Gulmire
Brooke Huss
Arianna Martinez-Martinez
Samuel Schneider
Braeden Tilot
Benjamin Wolcanski
Bethzy Brigitte Yllescas Sanchez
Elizabeth Zarazoga
Julissa Zuniga 

Madison College
Donatello Badalamenti

Creighton University
Sophia Baek

Marquette University
Ian Blom
Leo Dart
Miranda Goral

Mount Mercy University
Austin Boex

Edgewood College
Jack Brabant
Duke Cuene

Carroll University
Sienna Callaway
Anna Clancy
Diana Daraei
Landon Michiels
Madeline Rose

Junior Hockey
Joseph Coghlin
Bryce Dahl
Lleyton Jaschke

Northern Michigan University
Audrey Drust
Sydney Whitehouse

Dallas Baptist University
Avery Duncan

Illinois State University
Trista Fayta

Northwestern University 
Hannah Fergus 

Concordia University 
Paul Goral

College of Charleston
Grace Greene

Carthage College
Bryson Koehne

Montana State University
Ayden L’Empereur

Michigan Technical College
Micah Marzec
Klarissa Peters

Berry College
Grace Schuh

Entrepreneur
Zebadiah Zifferblatt

Florida State University
Isabella Ricci

Miami University (Ohio)
Liliana Warren

Ohio University
Brady LaViolette

ATP Flight School
Amberlynn Sanchez

Temple
Toluwanimi Adejumo

United States Army
Enlistment
Saul Guevara

Undecided
Joshua Metzentine
CMichael Popkey

Texas Christian University
Lauren Witczak

Stony Brook University (NY)
Karenna Kuske

Pilotsmith Flight School
Aiden Cayemburg

Sacramento City University
Zachary Le Mieux

University of Colorado-
Boulder
Madeline Scripp

University of Arizona
Luciana Cuene

United States Marine Corps
Liam Blakney

San Diego State University
Jessica Sack

University of Dayton
Hannah Greisen
Mary Katherine Polasky

University of Florida
Ethan Hejny

University of Houston
Milana Volkova
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University of Minnesota- Twin Cities
Nicklas Beno
Hayley Bressers
Alexander Elfner
Matthew Gugluizza
Royce Guo
John Hackl
Alexander Healy (US Navy Reserves)
Chase Holewinski
Kade McCarron
Keegan McCarron
Henry McKenna
Ian Noble
Ava Pleus
Isadora Popkey
Jillian Poshak
Alexandra Schweiner
Henry Streckenbach
Eleanor Van Handel
John VanDuyse
Matthias VanDuyse

University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point
AJ Boeckman
Carson Glosny
Annette Martinez
John Murphy
Jackson Pokel (US Army Reserves)
Noah Smits

University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Paige Beining
Aaron Heyroth
Connor Nelson

University of St. Thomas
Danika Apple
Sydney Berndt
Francine Boateng
Pablo Cuene
Brayden Davis
Kyla Dorner
Sean Giganti
Lauren Limoni
Lindsay Ritchie
Sydney Schroeder
Francesca VanDrisse

University of Utah
Emmett Blaney
Lachlan Chambers
Zita Lulloff
Peyton Olson
David Sack
Julia Vogel

University of Iowa
Billie Boone
Alexandra Lagowski
Mitchell Martin
Charles Ruby

University of Wisconsin-
Madison
Emily Briski
Camille Broullire
Aidan Burich
Ella Capomaccio
Giacomo D'Alessandro
Alexander Danen
Eva Delaney
Cecelia DeRuyter
Gracie Grzesk
Alaina Heesacker
Samantha Hendry
Erin McNerney
Sylvia Peterson
Bea Rosabella Rayel
Mason Tumpach
Josef Volk
Laetitia Zankoul

University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse
Mitchell Buresh
Matiah Christensen
Emmett Hunter

University of
Tennessee- Knoxville 
Audrey Burnell

University of Oregon
Aiden Dunlap

University of Mary
Cassidy Green

University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Kody Havlik
Bryce Hawley
Riley Hess
Christopher Lopez
Traci Steeno

University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee
Ava Massey
Clare McNeil
Reese Van Pay
Derrick Webster

University of Wisconsin-
Platteville
David McKenna

University of Illinois-
Urbana Chambaign
Gabrielle Ruggles

University of Minnesota-Duluth
Stanley Lee Smith III

University of Kansas
Ella Madson
Charles May
Kennedy May 

University of Tampa
Anthony Lamm
Jair Rincon-Simon

University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
Grace Barington
Paola Cruz Pimentel
Amanda Hofacker
Alexis Lemke
Brooke Tuszka

Workforce
Michael Blake
Jack Eng
Fernando Martinez
Adam Nienow



18 Tritonian Staff Picks
most likely to hit a

mailbox
Grace Barington

MOST LIKELY TO CARRY

A BRIEF CASE

Saul Guevara 

most likely to
draw in class 

Maddy Rose
 Most likely to
publish a book 
Brooke Tuszka

Most likely to invest
money in Crypto

Kody Havlik

 Most likely to
never be absent
Amanda Hofacker

Best look alikes
 Hayley Bressers
Lindsay Ritchie 

 Most likely to drive a
Porsche

Duke Cuene

Student most likely
to open a bakery

 Sydney Berndt

Least Street Smarts
Camille Broullire

Best Penmanship 
Annette Martinez

Worst Penmanship 
Giacomo D’Alessandro

Most likely to play
basketball at UW-Madison

Gracie Grzesk

Most Likely To
Own A Horse

Ranch
Syvlia Peterson

Most Likely To
Become an
Influencer
Kyla Dorner

Most Likely To Direct A
Movie

Reese VanPay



19Tritonian Staff
Best Wishes CLASS of 2024

 It never gets old. . . this working on the senior issue of the newspaper at the busiest time of
the year. The seniors who show up to make something special for their class are unsung
heroes who work during eighth hour and after school asking people to fill out their surveys,
tallying responses and trying to include a lot of their class members into our memory paper,
an issue to keep and treasure. 

Every year their biggest regret is the number of seniors who don’t return their survey sheets.
We had around 80-90 do so this year, so don’t complain about seeing a lot of the same names
if you didn’t turn in your packet.

Special thanks to Ms. Bain for giving us the list of college choices. Mr. Masarik reads over
our pages since he knows a lot of the “inside jokes” that might offend someone. (Let’s face it,
his is a thankless job most of us would never want.) 

Ms. Eliza Campbell has become our Queen of Layout and spends endless hours going through
pictures, organizing pages, and shocking us with her layout skill. We all owe her a very big
THANK YOU! 

To our Senior volunteers, we appreciate your efforts in getting this paper done. A special
thank you to Amanda Hofacker who spent the most time of anyone tabulating results!

Finally, as advisers for who knows how many years, it’s always “new” to see another class
of seniors exit NDA. You are a class that knows what it’s like to win–and we’re talking about
more than sports victories. You started NDA under COVID-19 restrictions and have grown into
leaders who will be our business owners, medical personnel, teachers, and parents. We look
forward to following your adventures in life. As one of our old principals always said,
“Don’t forget who you are and where you come from.”  

        Go Tritons!

       Mrs. Thillman & Mrs. Brown
       Advisers, NDA Tritonian



20 Senior Farewell

Dear Seniors 2024,

Thank you for everything. You have
taught the rest of NDA what to do, or in
some cases, what not to do. You have put
yourself out there as role models for the
underclassmen, and the people interested
in their academics, athletics, faith, and
everything in between. You’ve shown us
how to look to God in every situation. You
showed us how to excel in our academics.
You have even shown us how to win
many state championships. As you depart,
your faith and your academic and
athletic talent will leave a huge void that
is going to be hard for us underclassmen
to fill. We wish you nothing but the best
as you graduate and move on to bigger
and better things. 

                           Ari Hinz ‘25

The Experiences I'll Never Forget

The endless nights,
Music echoing off the commons walls,
A buzzer blares from the gym,
Another win for the girls basketball
team.

Walking around the school,
Eyes half open.
Seeing a friend give a wave,
A smile warms a winter day.

The shrill rattle of a whistle,
The crunching of helmets meeting
helmets.
The crowd gives a shout,
A built-in support system.

The goods, 
The bads,
Everything in between.

A meeting place for friends,
A time to learn,
A place to go when searching for
guidance.

We all have experiences,
Why shouldn't they last forever?

                        –Brooke Tuszka '24

Walking Down Four Years of Memory
Lane

A final goodbye to the middle school
years 
Spoken behind a screen and a mask
We came into this new building
A schedule of green or blue
Every other day couldn’t last
That year lost to fear and a bug
The next comes still layered with a
mask 
Yet it’s closer to the normal once
known
Our first school dances and football
games
Before we knew it the page flips 
And we found ourselves in our last
half of high school
IB and the ACT arrive with college
drawing near
The first prom arrives with bright
colors
And our year closes with the final one
in sight
With a blink senior year disappears
And our roads begin to split
But all still have roots built in those
halls

                                –Louis Kippley ‘24

What I Learned Beyond Facts and Stats

I learned trigonometry and how to factor
I learned how to write an essay and spell words
I learned how to balance equations and write a
lab report
All useful knowledge that we learn in school

What about the other things?
I learned how to be a good friend
I learned how to be a leader wherever I am
I learned it’s okay to make mistakes
I learned to not give up on myself when things
got hard
I learned to try new things and not care what
people think
I learned to do what makes me happy and not
what makes other people happy
I learned to show kindness to others even if they
don’t show it back
I learned it’s okay to not be okay sometimes

This is what high school is
We learn more than just facts, literature, and
equations
We learn so we can teach others who don’t
know

We learn what it means to be a Triton

    –                                       ----Maddy Rose ‘24

            Goodbye, NDA

Lots has changed since Freshman year
We barely saw our faces that first year
Looking through a screen not meeting each other
Sophomore year came next for our class
No more masks helped us all pass
The year went smoothly as our first real year
In Junior year students wanted a challenge
Taking IB classes and praying for their grade point
average
Only one more year to go until we go to college
Finally, we were seniors excited to be the best
Getting out a period because we were blessed
Now it's all over, no more years are left
We will look back on these years with joy
Goodbye NDA, we will miss you

   –Matthias VanDuyse ‘24

Dear Seniors�

I wish }ou the best of luck�  I!m sure that }ou reall}

enjo}ed }our time at ND[�  It!s alwa}s sad when it!s time

to leave� but it will be time for a new chapter in }our

life�  It ma} be a little nerve racking to start college�

but I!m sure }ou!ll make new friends�  Even though }our

time at ND[ is almost up� I!m sure }ou!ll never forget the

time }ou had and the friends }ou made�  I hope }ou have a

wonderful time at college and }our future job�

Sincerel}� 

[bb} Zentme}er  ÌÏ


